Lifeguards – Richmond Aquatic Centre
About
CLM are seeking applications from individuals keen to join our team of Pool
Lifeguards at the Richmond Aquatic Centre.
Although this role has the key focus of public safety, we are seeking an individual
who has a passion for Customer Service and is excited to interact with our
customers in a positive and approachable manner to ensure they have an enjoyable
experience in our facilities.
The Role
The role needs a motivated individual who can follow systems and procedures
correctly, and work well within a team.
The ideal candidate should have the following attributes:
•
•
•
•
•

Follow systems and procedures correctly all the time
Focus on health & safety for the facility
Passionate about people and delivering high levels of customer service
Confident and experienced in the aquatic environment
Experience dealing with conflicts or problem resolution

You need to be:
•
•
•
•
•

Motivated, enthusiastic, reliable;
Effective with communication;
Strong with time management
Confident swimmer
Willing to clean

Hours
We are looking for both full and part time positions to join our current team.
Qualifications
Relevant qualifications is advantageous, however training will be provided for these
roles, and includes holding a current First Aid Certificate, obtaining a PLPC (Pool
Lifeguard practising Certificate) which is a requirement for the roles. The PLPC
qualification requires that you pass the swim test, and other practical tasks that are
required for the role.

Benefits
The roles are structured around the opening hours of the facility and therefore may
include early and late shifts, and weekend work. You need to enjoy working with a
team, be friendly, enthusiastic, honest, and enjoy a bit of fun. Fantastic customer
service skills are a must! Free use of facilities and on- going training and
development.
If you are a team player and enjoy an exciting work environment please apply in
writing with a current CV and a covering letter and send it to Sophia at
Sophia.furness@clmnz.co.nz
Application period closes Sunday 14th June 2022.

